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General math students just wrapped up a unit on transformations.  

We have been using Geogebra and patty paper to explore the dif-

ferent types of transformations.  Students concluded the unit by 

tackling sequences of transformations.   

Algebra 1 finished a unit on algebraic fractions and started a unit on 

linear equations.  We will be working on multi-step equations, frac-

tional equations, decimal equations, and word problems involving 

equations for the next few weeks.    

To kick off the school year, classes have been immersed in vocabulary activities add-

ed to the curriculum.  Students are expanding their vocabulary to boost reading and 

writing of grade level texts. 

In Reading Workshop, students have been exploring “signposts” authors use, relating 

to theme or conflict.  Students “notice and note” to help support comprehension and 

analysis of reading material.    

Anchor texts such as The Legend of Sleepy Hollow and video clips provided meaning-

ful generalization of the targeted concepts.  Word Wall activities and interactive read 

alouds support students in taking note of techniques in their “just right” books. 
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This is an exciting time for the 8th grade.  The High School Choice process has begun.  

An assembly was held to give a brief overview of the process.  Students will visit War-

wick on November 1st and Chester Academy on November 16th.  To experience a 

typical day in high school, students can arrange to shadow a 9th grader by contacting 

the Guidance Department.  Any questions or concerns can be directed to Mr. Friedler.      

Fall Happenings... 



Students have been studying the Industrial Age.  Classes took part in 

an assembly line activity to construct simple drawings of cars, ex-

pressing many feelings associated with working under pressure on a 

repetitive task.  Research on an invention of choice provided real-

world connections to the impact of innovation.  Students presented 

their findings and discussed the origin of everyday conveniences.   

 

8th graders also studied westward expansion and its impact on sever-

al groups, including Native Americans. Role playing activities have 

been used to simulate the immigration experience as classes discussed laws regulating entrance into the 

country.  November will bring about reforms for the problems that existed during the turn of the century.  

Social Studies 
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The focus for October has been lab skills.  Classes spent time 

in the lab measuring the volume of regular and irregular ob-

jects, finding mass of solids and liquids, and conducting ex-

periments with temperature.   

The Living Environment class studied respiration.  The class is 

moving on to cell parts in November.  

Science 

Eighth graders have been very busy for the last few weeks covering per-

sonal identification questions such as "What are you like?" "When is your 

birthday?" and "How old are you?". We also continued to learn songs that 

relate to our topics of study, including a class favorite chant about -ER and 

-IR conjugations. Overall, the "La Comida" Unit happened to be a very 

liked topic! It is important to note that there was a lot of vocabulary taught 

in the month Octuuuuuubre. This vocabulary will be reused often in our upcoming 

units, and likely throughout the year. Yes, it seems to be a lot, but we are doing very 

well gasping this material!   

Spanish 
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The 8 th grade Art classes are all off to a great start this year. 

The students just finished their Bad Hair Day project and are 

taking inspiration from Artists Bridget Riley and Victor 

Vasarely to create their own Op Art.  

Have your student log into their Google Drive accounts to see 

all of their work so far.    

Art 

Band and Chorus 
The chorus has been busy working on vocal production, 

placement of sound and supporting a healthy singing mind-

set.  They have also been studying breath support as it per-

tains to the vocal line.   

The band has been playing the Chromatic scale; Db concert 

scale with accompanying etudes.   

Holiday music selections are under way for the upcoming 

Winter concert. 

Eighth graders have been introduced to our new online database 

access point called ‘Access 24/7’. This new avenue for arriving at our 

many online resources allows students to access databases with only 

one password. It organizes our many reliable research sites into un-

derstandable categories and allows students to find the information 

they need easily from anywhere at any time. This will be a helpful 

library tool as many classes head into their next unit on informational 

text and research. Eighth graders also reviewed the concept of pla-

giarism and how to avoid it by using online citation generators.  

Library Media Center 
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Physical Education 
This month we have began to roll out our brand new rock climbing wall unit!  The students have gotten off 

to an outstanding start using the rock-climbing wall and we are very impressed with how well they are able 

to climb!  This month we will be focusing primarily on “bouldering” or “traverse” climbing, which is where 

you climb across the wall rather than up the wall.  After our rock-climbing unit we will move on to volley-

ball. 

Students are continuing to use a flipped classroom as students 

have been doing class work at home on the PLTW learning man-

agement system (LMS)  leaving more time for hands on projects 

in class.  

We have finished building and exploring several different mech-

anisms and are about to start our first project. We will be making 

pull toys from the vex kit that require students to build a small 

chassis with 4 wheels. Attached to the wheels has to be some 

mechanism that will make the toy interactive and move as it is 

pulled across the desk.  

Project Lead the Way 


